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Foreword 

Lithuanian is the language of the people of Lithuania and of about 
a million Americans of Lithuanian origin. Along with Latvian (Lettish) 
and the now extinct Old Prussian it belongs to the Baltic branch of the 
Indo-European family of languages. The Baltic languages are noted for 
their extremely conservative and philologically interesting linguistic forms. 
Thus a knowledge of Lithuanian is almost a "must" for any linguist who 
works in comparative Indo-European linguistics. The need for such a book 
is felt both among language scholars who wish to familiarize themselves 
with Lithuanian and among -those Americans of Lithuanian descent who 
wish to know something of the language of their ancestors. Up to now, un
fortunately, the number of grammars of Lithuanian available has been very 
small indeed. There are not more than two or three available in English, 
and these are obsolete. 

This grammar is designed not for young children, but rather for those 
who have already reached a certain stage of maturity. The method is tra
ditional, but there are some conversations and pattern drills in the text 
and it would be possible to use the book with an audio-lingual approach. 

The book has 40 lessons in its main part. A typical lesson has a reading 
selection, vocabulary list, grammar, exercises and a topical, usually con
nected conversation of 10 utterances. No effort was made to make the 
lessons even in length and difficulty. By reason of the grammatical topic, 
some lessons are very long (e.g. Lesson 24, where all cardinal numerals are 
discussed with examples) , while others are rather short. With this kind of 
arrangement, the instructor will have all kinds of teaching possibilities: he 
can stress either the aural-oral approach, or the reading-grammar-translation 
method. 

Each fifth lesson (i.e. Lessons 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40) is a "Re
view Lesson". These lessons are "review" lessons only in the sense that they 
do not introduce any new grammatical material which the student should 
learn. But they vary very much in the supplementary reading items, 11sts, 
charts, graphs, etc. Almost everyone of these review lessons has some drill 
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patterns (either combination drill or vanatwn drill types mostly) which 
partly review some main grammatical points covered in the previous four 
lessons. If there is a need to supplement these drills, any teacher can devise 
a great number of them, using the basic patterns and vocabulary given. 
The review lessons may be omitted, if the student wishes only to get ac
quainted with the grammatical structure of Lithuanian. 

After the 40 main lessons, there is the grammatical appendix where 
the total grammar of Lithuanian is given. It is presented in the "classical" 
pattern: the nouns, adj ectives, verbs, etc. At the end there is a chapter on 
verbal prefixes and a chapter on verbal aspects. 

Then follows a very short chapter of extra reading selections: a folk 
tale, a few short selections on Lithuanian history, an editorial from a 
Lithuanian newspaper, a few folk songs and poems. All these selections 
are heavily annotated, and their vocabulary is included in the Lithuanian
English vocabulary. 

The next part comprises the Lithuanian-English vocabulary which 
includes all the words used in the lessons and in the readings. We have 
provided a rather large vocabulary, since, for some time at least, this gram
mar will have to be a primer, a review grammar, a little reader and .. . a 
dictionary. 

The English-Lithuanian vocabulary contains only those words which 
are needed for the translations from English into Lithuanian. 

The best way to get a good pronunciation is to try to imitate -the 
pronunciation of a native Lithuanian. The descriptions of the sounds 
given in the text are only an approximation and nothing can replace the 
careful guidance of a trained native Lithuanian. It is suggested that the 
student make every effort to find someone to help him. Eventually it is 
hoped that tapes to accompany this textbook will be available for sale or 
hire. 

In learning to converse in Lithuanian the student should try to mem
orize the conversations rather than the grammatical rules. After memor
izing the conversations he may then learn exactly why each word is put 
in the form in which he finds it. He may then substitute other words having 
similar meanings. In doing the exercises the student should follow as closely 
as possible the examples given in the reading and the grammatical expla
nations. Initiative and originality have no place for the beginner in a 
foreign language. Parrot-like imitation is preferable to incorrect original 
formulations . 

In the future, we plan to prepare a key to all the exercises in this 
book, which will be available for teachers and bona-fide self-teachers of 
Lithuanian. As mentioned above, tapes will also be made for the entire 
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book, i.e., for the pronunCIatIOn exercises of the introductory lesson, and 
for most of the basic reading selections, conversations, etc. 

The authors wish to express their grateful thanks to Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. 
A. K aralius, for his great moral and financial help in making the public
ation of this book a reality. We are also indebted to Mr. William Babcock 
for making the map on the inside covers and also doing the drawings for 
the Introductory Lessons, to Mr. Paulius Jurkus for doing drawings for 
lessons 20, 25 and 35, and to Mr. V . Augustinas for the photographs. 
Finally, the authors express their thanks to the University of Rochester 
which allocated funds for helping with the typing of the original manuscript. 

Leonardas Dambriilnas 
Formerly Lecturer in Lithuanian 
at the University of Kaunas 

Antanas Klimas 
Associate Professor of German 
University of Rochester 

William R . Schmalstieg 
Associate Professor of 
Slavic Languages 
The Pennsylvania State University 
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Introductory Lesson 

I. THE ALPHABET 

Lithuanian uses the Latin alphabet with some additions and 
modifications. There are 32 letters in the Lithuanian alphabet. 
This includes most of the letters of the Latin alphabet as used in 
English with the exception of w, x and q, which we do find, how
ever, in foreign names such as Quito , Wallace , etc. 

Lithuanian letters which differ from English are: q, {!, e, j, 
tt, U, C, s, z. The sounds which these letters represent are discussed 
in section III. 

In the sequence of the Lithuanian letters there are some dif
ferences from the arrangemen~ in English: 

a) the y is considered as a type of i and it goes right after i so 
that the three i's of Lithuanian occur in the following order: 
i, L y. 

b) the four vowel groups with diacritic signs are all treated as 
one letter, i.e. a and q go together as do e, {! and e; i, i and y 
go together as do u, tt and u. Of course, we will do the same 
in this book. 

c) if the q is ever used, it is placed (as, for example, in a diction
ary of proper names) right after the p , the w right after the v 
and the x would be the last letter in the alphabet. 

In print the Lithuanian alphabet appears almost the same as 
the English alphabet, except for the above-mentioned differences. 
In the written form there are other differences. (See Table 1) 



Table 1: Standard Lithuanian Letters: 

Aav/a ~=! 4q BhJJ~ 
v 

Dd»d ecCe ecCi 
Ee6e ~~Q~ Ee Be 

Ff$1 Gg$g HhJtk 

I i Yi ! i If' YY?!/f 

Jjq KkX£ LIC£t 

Mm JJtm NnJPn 00 Ocr 

PpJ}z RrcJlt SS JJ 
" 

Ttn ~ s J i' UuUU 

T) 1) 2fu " , -oiiila Vv ifif 
ZzX:t 

v 

Zz Xi 
Block (printed) letters are practically never used in regular 

Lithuanian writing, and all letters in individual words are usually 
connected. 

EXERCISE : 

A. Write out the Lithuanian alphabet. Practice especially the 
following letters: A a ; 1\ q ; C c; ~~ ; U ii; Z z. 

B. Write out the basic reading selection of Lesson 5. 
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II. STRESS AND INTONATION 

The stressed syllable is that syllable of a word which receives 
special emphasis and the intonation is the manner of pronouncing 
that syllable. Since there are three types of pronunciation of a 
single syllable there are therefore three separate signs with which 
Lithuanians denote these intonations . (In the United States the 
term pitch-stress is sometimes used to denote what European 
scholars call intonation, but we will use the term intonation, since 
this is traditional in Baltic scholarship.) The stress can fall on 
almost any syllable of a word and sometimes one form of a word 
may carry the stress on a certain syllable whereas another form 
of the same word will carry the stress on another syllable. In this 
book almost all Lithuanian words are marked with the intonation, 
although in regular Lithuanian texts these are not used. 

The intonation marks are as follows: 
~ - this is called the grave stress (kairinis kif tis) or the short 

intonation (trumpine priegaide). A vowel marked with this stress 
is pronounced with more force or amplitude, but it is not length
ened. Even when stressed a Lithuanian short vowel remains short. 
Examples : mama, ne 'no ' , iki 'until' , tu 'you (familiar form)', 
pupos 'beans'. 

'- this is the acute or falling intonation (tvirtapriide prie
gaide ), known in German as the Stosston. This occurs with long 
vowels or diphthongs. A long vowel with this sign is always 
stressed more heavily on the first part than on the second part. 
In the case of a diphthong the first part of the diphthong receives 
a heavier stress and is held longer than the second part of the 
diphthong. 
Examples with vowels : qzuolas 'oak', spr~sti 'to decide', deti 'to 
put', irasas 'inscription', ypac 'especially' , oras 'air', buti 'to be' . 
Examples with diphthongs: kciimas 'village', ciuksas 'gold', meile 
'love', pienas 'milk' , uostas 'harbor' . 

- - this is the circumflex intonation (tv irtagiile priegaide) , 
known in German as the Schleif ton . A long vowel with this sign 
is always stressed more heavily on the second part than on the 
first part. In the case of a diphthong the second part of the diph
thong receives a heavier stress and is held longer than the first 
part. 
Examples with vowels: tq (ace. sing. ) 'that' , egle 'spruce', man~s 
(gen. sing.) 'of me', kate 'cat' , Iprastas 'usual, accustomed', jos 
(nom. plur. fem.) 'they', j ii: (gen. plur.) 'of them'. 



III. THE SOUNDS 

and Their Representations by Letters 

A. VOWELS 

All vowels in Lithuanian are distinguished by length, i.e. 
there are short and long vowels. Contrary to the English situation 
where most vowels are diphthongized, or have some kind of off
glide, Lithuanian vowels are never diphthongized, and they are 
somewhat more tense than those of English. 

Aa. Short Vowels 

a - this letter may denote a short, more or less tense, un
rounded, open central vowel. It may be stressed or unstressed, 
but even when stressed it will be shorter than the normal stressed 
vowel of English. Under certain circumstances (namely in open 
syllables, although even here there are exceptions) this letter is 
used to denote a long vowel ; if this is the case such a long vowel 
may have only the circumflex accent and will be pronounced 
exactly like q, cf. section Ab. on long vowels. 

Examples as a short vowel: kada 'when', as'!', Ameri1ca 'America', 
mano'my'. 

Examples as a long vowel: namas 'house' , galas 'end'. 
e - this letter may denote a short stressed or unstressed 

vowel, not very tense, but rather close (not as close, however, as 
e, see below). This sound is similar to the e in English bet or nest. 
Under certain circumstances (namely in open syllables, although 
even here there are exceptions) this letter is used to denote a 
long vowel; if this is the case such a long vowel may have only 
the circumflex accent and will be pronounced exactly like f, d. 
section Ab. on long vowels. 

Examples as a short vowel: kepi 'you bake', neSi 'you carry', ne 
'no', name 'in the house'. 

Examples as a long vowel: kelias 'road', ledas 'ice'. 

i-this letter denotes a short, close, forward unrounded 
vowel (but not as close as the y, see below), somewhat more close 
than the i of English sit. It can be either stressed or unstressed. 

Examples: tikrai 'for sure, surely', tiki 'you believe', tiki 'he be
lieves', tik 'only' . 

.. 



o - this letter denotes a vowel which is somewhat closer 
and more rounded than the English 0 in boat , and without the 
English off-glide at the end. It can be stressed or unstressed. For 
its use to denote a long vowel see Ab below. 
Examples: poetika 'poetics', politika 'politics; policy', opera 'opera', 
tortas 'layer cake' , choras 'choir, chorus'. 

u - this letter denotes a more or less tense, close u sound 
similar to the English u in put. It can be stressed or unstressed. 
Examples : pupa 'bean', turi 'you have', turistas 'tourist', tiL 'you 
(familiar)' siL 'with', miLdu 'we two'. 

Ab. Long Vowels 

All long vowels and diphthongs may be either stressed or 
unstressed. If stressed they may have either the circumflex or 
the acute intonation. 

q - this letter denotes a 
long, open, central vowel some
what similar to the a in English 
father. 
Examples: grqZinti 'to return', 
(acc. sing.) vyrq 'man', (ace. 
sing.) tq 'that', tizuolas 'oak'. 

On the right hand you see 
Fig. 1 which illustrates approx
imately the production of the 
Lithuanian q (or ii). 

~ - this letter denotes a 
rather open vowel, somewhat 
like the a in English bad, but 
more open and without the 'y' 
off-glide. It is produced with 
the mouth open and the tongue 
lax in a low frontal position. 
The lips are also lax, but pulled 
down slightly by the falling 
jaw, cf. Fig. 2. 

Examples : pel~ (acc. sing.) 
'mouse', t~sinys 'continuation', 
spr~sti 'to decide', k~sti 'to suf
fer'. 

Fig. '1: A 

Fig.2: E 
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e - this letter denotes a 
vowel which differs consider
ably from the {? e is always 
long, rather close and forward 
and unrounded. It is rather like 
the a in English made, but with
out the 'y' off-glide. It is pro
duced with the tongue tensely 
stretched in a mid-frontal posi
tion, a little lower than in the 
production of i. The tip of the 
tongue is behind the upper 
teeth. The muscles of the tongue Fig.3 : E 

and of the jaw which is slightly lowered 
lax. (See Fig. 3) 

are tense. The lips are 

Examples: de de 'uncle', deti 'to put', raide 'letter (of the alphabet)'. 
megti 'to like'. 

y (also written i) - These 
two letters denote the same 
vowel sound which is a long, 
close, forward unrounded vowel 
similar to the ee in English 
keel, but without the character
istic English off-glide. This y m 
is produced with the tongue 
arched high in the front of the 
mouth towards the frontal part 
of the palate. The lips are lax 
and almost closed. (See Fig. 4) 
Examples : yra 'is', jvadas 'intro
duction', Istrizas 'diagonal', tyla 

6 

Fig.4: Y or J 

'silence', yre 'he rowed'. 



o - this letter denotes a 
fairly close back rounded vow
el; it is closer and more round
ed than the English 0 in boat, 
but without the English off
glide at the end. It is somewhat 
similar to the 00 in English 
door, but without the charac
teristic lowering before the r. 
It is produced with the tongue 
stretched in a mid-rear position. 
The lips are rounded and pro
truded, less than in the Lithu Fig.5: 0 

anian U, but more than in the 0 in English core. (See Fig. 5) 

Examples: oras 'air, weather', obeLis 'apple-tree', panas 'master, 
Mr.', nama 'home' homeward', nors 'although'. 

U (also written as 1f) -
these letters denote a close back 
rounded vowel. The u of Eng
lish truth or orthographic 00 in 
English school , pool represent 
a sound very similar to that of 
Lithuanian U. The English vow
el, however, is somewhat fur
ther back than the Lithuanian 
long U (1f). It is produced with 
the tongue arched high in the 
back of the mouth and the tip 
of the tongue withdrawn in Fig.6: U 

back of the lower teeth. The lips are very protruded and rounded. 
(See Fig. 6) 

Examples: sunus 'son', jUS1f 'your, yours', baltiJ:j1f (gen. plur.) 'of 
the white (ones), upas 'mood', pusti 'to blow', lupa 'lip', sktisti 'to 
complain'. 

Ac. 

i used to indicate the palatalization of consonants (ia, iq, io, 
iu, iu, i1f). 

In syllables where the i stands before a, q, 0, tt, U, 1f, this i is 
not pronounced at all; it merely denotes that the preceding con-
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sonant is palatalized, or soft , i.e . the middle of the tongue is raised 
towards the top of the mouth . Noteworthy in this connection is 
the fact that orthographic ia, iq , iai , iau etc. are merely ways of 
writing e , ~ , ei, eu after soft consonants. Thus kelias 'road' is pro
nounced as though it were written *keles ; kiaule is pronounced 
as though it were written * ketile. In words like br6lio 'brother's' 
the i is not pronounced at all, but merely shows that the pre
ceding 1 is palatalized. In li{itas 'lion' the same thing is true. For 
further details on the palatalization of consonants see section B 
Consonants. 

NB. In some foreign words which have been taken into Lithu
anian recently the above does not hold true. In most of these 
words if the i occurs after a consonant and before a vowel it is 
pronounced as a short i : Thus biologija is syllabified bi-o-lo-gi-ja, 
biologas as bi-o-lo-gas , sociologas as so-ci-o-lo-gas, etc. 

Ad. Diphthongs 

The so-called 'pure diphthongs' consist of two vowels and are 
the following: ai, au, ei, ie, ui , uo. Each of these can be stressed 
or unstressed. As with the long vowels , if stressed they can have 
either the circumflex intonation (-) on the second vowel, or the 
acute intonation (') on the first vowel. A diphthong with the 
acute intonation will have a heavier stress on the initial element 
and the initial element will be held longer than the second ele
ment. Just the reverse is true for a diphthong with the circum
flex intonation. 

ai - as cii it is somewhat similar to the ai of English aisle; 
ai is somewhat similar to the English a in able; in pronouncing it 
make the a very short and try to hold the i longer. Still the im
pression is that the ai is much shorter than cii and that even the i 
is shorter in ai than in cii. If a i is unstressed then it is pronounced 
more like a circumflex ai than an acute cii. Thus in vaikai 'children' 
the first ai is pronounced much like the second ai, but with less 
amplitude. 

Examples : cii 'ouch', kaimas 'village' , cii§kinti 'to explain', ai 'oh', 
laikas ' time ' , v aikas 'child' , raida 'development', gaivinti 'to re
vive'. 

au - is somewhat similar to the au in American pronunci
ations of Faust or the ou of American-English out; with the acute 
stress, i.e . ciu the initial element is longer than in such English 
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words as out, Faust ; a1L, on the other hand, is somewhat similar 
to Canadian English out. au appears to be shorter than au. Un
stressed au sounds like au rather than au, but the unstressed syl
lable has less amplitude than the stressed. 

Examples : augti 'to grow' , saule 'sun' , Iaukti 'to wait', pIaukti 'to 
swim', saukti ' to call' , raud6nas ' red ', Iauke (loc. sing.) 'outside'. 

ei - as ei there is no such diphthong in English. It is some
what similar to the North German ei in beide. It can be produced 
by saying the a in English ban and then adding a very quick 'y' 
off-glide at the end of the a. ei is quite similar to the ei in weight. 
An unstressed ei is more like ei (although, of course, with less 
amplitude) than ei. 

Examples: meile 'love', Ieisti 'to let' , veidas 'face' peili-s 'knife', 
eiti 'to go' , keisti 'to change'. 

ie - a kind of diphthong (or it may even be called a triph
thong) which, beginning with i gradually becomes more open, i.e. 
tends to become e. There is no sharp break between the i and the 
e and the end of the diphthong is very open. When this diphthong 
occurs in initial position , there is a tendency in modern Lithu
anian to pronounce it as though there were a j in front of it: id
k6ti ' to hunt for ' is pronounced as jidk6ti, ietis 'spear' as jietis 
etc. Some Lithuanians write these words as jidk6ti , jietis, etc. 

Examples : diena 'day', rieke 'slice', pienas 'milk', pieva 'meadow', 
kiek 'how much', pietus 'South; dinner", tiekti 'to deliver', piesti 
'to draw'. 

ui - as ui there is nothing like this diphthong in English. 
As ui (which, however, is relatively rare) it sounds something 
like a very rapidly pronounced phooey or Louie. 

Examples: puikus 'excellent', buitis 'being', puikiai 'excellently', 
muilas 'soap', muitas 'custom, toll ', uitena 'man whom everybody 
dislikes', muistyti 'to shake one's head' . In some foreign borrow
ings when the i is stressed the u and i are pronounced separately, 
i.e. they form the nuclei of two separate syllables: jezuitas 'Jesuit' 
is syllabified as follows: je-zu-i-tas. 

uo - this is a kind of diphthong (or triphthong) which, be
ginning with an u, gradually becomes more open and less rounded. 
There is no sharp break between the u and the 0 and the end of 
the diphthong is really a schwa vowel ( usually written a ), i.e . 
one similar to the vowel of the second syllable in the English 
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words above, Plymouth , etc. This diphthong can perhaps be com
pared to the uo of Italian buono , etc. 

Examples: uogauti 'to pick berries' , uodega 'tail ', uoga 'berry', 
uostas 'harbor' , sesuo 'sister ', Tuduo 'autumn'. 

Ae. Mixed Diphthongs 

Diphthongs in which the possible initial elements a, e, i or 
u are followed by l , m , n or T are known as mixed diphthongs. 
The second element may be called a sonorant, continuant or semi
vowel. 

In the mixed diphthongs as in the pure diphthongs either the 
first or the second element may be stressed. If the second element 
is stressed the - will be written over the l , m , n or T. If the first 
element is stressed the' is written over the letters a and e, but 

is used over the letters u and i. If the second element is stressed 
it is held longer than the first element. If the first element is 
stressed it is pronounced with more amplitude and held longer 
than the second element. Thus , for example, in al the a is louder 
and held longer than the l ; in ai on the other hand the l is held 
longer than the a. 

Examples: valgyti 'to eat ', kam 'to whom ', antis 'duck', kartis 
'pole '; kaitas 'guilty ', kampas 'corner ', antis 'bosom', kartis 'bitter
ness'; delnas 'palm (of the hand )', pempe 'peewit, lapwing', senti 
'to grow old', perduoti 'to hand over' ; pelnas 'profit' , tempia 'he 
pulls ', studentas 'student' , per 'through '; tUtas 'bridge' , timpteleti 
'to pull' , tinti 'to swell ', tirti 'to investigate' ; tilpti 'to fit into', 
imti 'to take ' , tinkamas 'fitting' , ir 'and ' ; pulsas 'pulse' , kumStis 
'fist' , uncija 'ounce' , tl.rna 'urn' ; pulkas 'regiment' , trumpas 'short', 
tunka 'he is getting fat', turkas 'Turk'. 

B. CONSONANTS 

One of the basic differences between English and Lithuanian 
consonants is that the unvoiced stops of Lithuanian (p , t, k ) are 
not aspirated (i .e . there is no puff of breath after them ) as in 
English in initial position . 

Another important difference is that all Lithuanian conso
nants (except the j w hich is sometimes called a semi-vowel) exist 
in two varieties , palatalized (or soft) and unpalatalized (or h ard ). 
In the articulation of palatalized consonants the m iddle of the 
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tongue is raised towards the top of the mouth. To the American 
ear the effect is that of a y-sound following the consonant, but 
this is not the case as far as the articulation is concerned. The y
sound must be made simultaneously with the consonant. 

Consonants are always palatalized before the front vowels 
(i, 1, y, e, ~ and e), also before the diphthong ie. Before the vowel 
letters a, q, 0, U, 1! and ii, the i is used to denote palatalization 
of the preceding consonants. (See also Ac. of this Introductory 
Lesson). 

Phonetically the palatalization of consonants before back 
vowels is stronger than that before front vowels. Thus in the 
word niurna 'grumbler' the palatalization of the initial n is much 
more striking than the palatalization of the initial n in the word 
ne 'no, not '. 

Ba. Voiced Stops b, d , 9 

b - strongly voiced unaspirated b; similar to the English b. 

Unpala talized: 

butas 'apartment' 
darbas 'work' 
labai 'very' 

d - this is a strongly 
voiced unaspirated d; the d is 
a true dental, i.e. pronounced 
with the tongue against the 
back of the upper teeth (not 
like the alveolar d in English). 
The best thing to remember 
about the articulation of the 
Lithuanian d is that the tip of 
the tongue touches the upper 
teeth, but not the gum as is the 
case with the English d. 

Unpala talized: 
dantis 'tooth' 
durys 'door' 
dukte 'daughter' 

Palatalized: 
bet 'but' 
bite 'bee' 
gabi 'gifted' (fern.) 

Fig.7: 0 and T 

Palatalized : 
didelis 'large' 
degti 'to burn' 
deme 'spot' 
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9 - unaspirated voiced velar stop ; English 9 as in good sounds 
like the unpalatalized Lithuanian g ; English 9 as in geese sounds 
like Lithuanian palatalized g. 

Unpala talized: 
ganiL 'enough ' 
gardas 'pen , enclosure ' 
gudrus 'clever ' 

Palatalized: 
gi (emphatic particle) 
gyvas 'alive' 
gegute 'cuckoo' 

Bb. Voiceless Stops: p, t, k 

p - voiceless , unaspirated p ; similar to the English p , but 
without aspiration. 

Unpalatalized : Palatalized : 

piidas 'sole' 
po 'under' 
puodas 'pot' 

per 'through' 
pirtis 'bath house' 
pypke 'pipe' 

t - voiceless, unaspirated, dental t; similar in place of arti
culation to the (Lithuanian) d . It is rather different from the 
English t both in place of articulation and in that it is not aspi
rated. 

Unpala talized : 
tiLs 'that ' (masc.) 
tiL 'that' (fern. ) 
to 'of that' (masc.) 

Palatalized : 
ten 'there' 
tik 'only' 
tikrai 'for sure, surely' 

k - unaspirated voiceless velar stop ; similar to the k-sound 
of English cart , but without aspiration . Palatalized k sounds like 
the k of English keel. 
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Unpalatalized : 
kiLs 'who ; what' 
kadiL 'when' 
tvarkiL 'order' 

Palatalized: 
kitas 'other; putty' 
keturi 'four' (masc.) 
kiausas 'skull' 

Bc. Labio-dental Fricatives: v and f 

v - voiced labio-dental fricative like English v. 

Unpala talized : 

vaikas 'child' 
v aras 'spider' 
vas 'just ; hardly' 

Palatalized: 
v erkti ' to weep' 
vyras 'man' 
visas 'whole' 



f - voiceless labio-dental fricative similar to the English f. 

Unpalatalized : 
fiibrikas 'factory' 
futbolas 'soccer' 
funkcija 'function' 

Palatalized: 
filologas 'philologist' 
filosofas 'philosopher' 
fizika \physics' 

Bd. The Continuants: I. m, n, r 

I - a lateral sound. The 
tongue tip touches the upper 
teeth and the central part of the 
tongue is lowered towards the 
bottom of the mouth in the un
palatalized variety. The I in 
English elk sounds like the un
palatalized Lithuanian l. Eng
lish I as in leaf sounds some
what like the Lithuanian palat
alized I, although the palatal
ized Lithuanian I is a little more 
palatalized, or softer, somewhat Fig. 8: Unpalatalized (hard) L 

like I in High German or in French. 

As we have already briefly mentioned above, in articulating 
the hard variety, the tip of the tongue touches the upper teeth 
and the central part of the tongue is lowered towards the bottom 
of the mouth. (See Fig. 8) 

The palatalized (soft) I is 
produced by raising the rear 
part of the tongue to the rear 
part of the hard palate, by 
pressing the upper-front part of 
the tongue against the upper 
teeth, and allowing the breath 
stream through the sides of the 
blades of the tongue. (See Fig. 
9) 

Fig . 9: Palatalized (soft) L 
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m - this is a voiced bilabial 
Unpalataliz e d: 
mama 'mother; mom' 
dama 'lady' 
m6teris 'woman' 

continuant like the English m . 
Palatalized : 
mes 'we' 
mes 'he will throw' 
mifti 'to die' 

n - this is a voiced dental continuant, articulated in the 
same position as d and t. Before velar consonants the nasal is 
velar as in the English words pink, bank, etc., e.g. brangus 'dear', 
penki 'five', etc. 

Unpala talized: 
niimas 'house' 
naujas 'new' 
n6sis 'nose' 

r - this is a tongue tril
led r. As with the Italian r the 
tongue vibrates against the al
veolar ridge. The palatalized r 
is difficult to pronounce for 
native Americans and great 
care must be taken to keep the 
tongue high at the same time 
that it vibrates against the al
veolar ridge. The Lithuanian r 
is a clear voiced trilling with
out any admixture of guttural 
sounds. (See Fig. 10) 

Unpala talized: 
riitas 'wheel' 
rasti 'to find' 
rages 'sleigh' 

Palatalized: 
ne 'no; not' 
nes 'because' 
septyni 'seven' 

Fig.10: R 

Palatalized: 
retas 'rare' 
risti 'to roll' 
riesutas 'nut' 

Be. The Sibilants: s, S, I, i 

s - this is a voiceless hissing alveolar spirant like the Eng
lish s. English s before front vowels sounds palatalized to the 
Lithuanian ear. Thus, for example, see and sit seem to the Lithu
anian to contain palatalized s. 
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Unpalatalized: 
sausas 'dry' 
sakyti 'to say' 
visas 'whole' 

Palatalized : 
siausti 'to rage' 
sekti 'to follow' 
visi 'all' 



s - this is a voiceless hushing spirant similar to the sh in 
English. The unpalatalized s is more retracted than the English 
sh is usually, but sounds somewhat like the sh in English shirk 
or the sch of German schon. The palatalized s sounds somewhat 
like the sh in English sheep, but the palatalization or 'y ' sound is 
stronger in Lithuanian. 

Unpalatalized: Palatalized : 
sauti 'to shoot' Siaudas 'straw' 
salis 'country' 
s6kti 'to dance' 

sis 'this' 
si6ks 'such' 

z - this is the voiced counterpart of s and is similar to the 
English z in zoo (unpalatalized) and zeal (palatalized). 

Unpalatalized: 
Zarasai (name of city) 
zaunyti 'to babble' 
zuikis 'hare' 

Palatalized: 
zenitas 'zenith' 
zebra 'zebra' 
zigziigas 'zigzag' 

z - this is the voiced counterpart of s. In Lithuanian it oc
curs frequently in initial position, whereas in English only ex
ceptionally in initial position, cf. Eng. genre , although it occurs 
in medial position or final , cf. Eng. measure, rouge, etc. 

Unpala talized: 
zala 'damage' 
zaltys 'adder' 
zole 'grass' 

Palatalized: 
zUas 'gray' 
hHti 'to grow (of beard, grass)' 
zioplys 'dopey, joker' 

Bf. Affricates: c and c 
c - this is actually a combination of t plus s. It is similar to 

the ts of Eng. pants, but in Lithuanian it also appears at the be
ginning of a word. 

Unpalatalized: 
cukrus 'sugar' 
cukraine 'confectionary' 
cukruoti 'to sugar' 

Palatalized: 
ciklas 'cycle' 
cypti 'to squeal' 
civiliziicija 'civilization' 

NB. The voiced counterpart of c is dz, but it is a very rare com
bination. Unpalatalized: dzukas 'speaker of an East Lithuanian 
dialect'. Palatalized: dzimbinti ' to walk with one's head down', 
dzinguliukas 'a type of bell '. 
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c - this is a combination of t plus s. It is somewhat like the 
ch of English church. 

Unpala talized: 
caizyti 'to whip' 
caizymas 'whipping' 
cardiisas 'czardas ' 

Palatalized : 
cia 'here' 
cekas 'Czech' 
Cifksti 'to crackle' 

NB. The voiced counterpart of c is dz . The unpalatalized form of 
dz is very rare and even native Lithuanians tend to pronounce 
such words as dziizas with a palatalized dz so that it sounds like 
dziiizas 'jazz'. Palatalized dz, however, occurs quite frequently : 
dziaugtis 'to be happy', dZiauti 'to hang up for drying', dZiova 'tu
berculosis' , etc . 

Bg. The Fricatives hand ch 

h - an aspirated sound; pronounced like English h, but only 
found in words of foreign origin. Unpalatalized: harmonija 'har
mony', homogeniSkas 'homogeneous ' . Palatalized: herojus 'hero', 
himnas 'national anthem', etc. 

ch - unvoiced velar spir
ant. Un palatalized ch is pro
nounced like the ch in German 
Macht, but tr.e sound is only 
found in words of foreign origin. 

Unpal a talized: 
charta 'charter' 
chiiosas 'chaos ' 
charas 'choir' 

The ch of German ich sounds 
like the palatalized Lithuanian 
ch : 
chemija 'chemistry' 
chemikas 'chemist' 
chirurgas 'surgeon' 

Bh. The i 

Fig.11: CH 

j - this is a voiced palatal sound similar to the y in English 
yes, but the tongue is raised higher for the Lithuanian j and the 
impression for the English speaker is that of more emphasis or 
friction of the air as it is exhaled. It is the only consonant in 
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Lithuanian which occurs only in the palatalized variety: jaunas 
'young', javas 'grain' , jautis 'ox', j6ti 'to ride horseback' . In words 
borrowed from foreign languages the j is pronounced following 
the consonant: barjeras 'barrier', objektas 'object', adjunktas 'ad
junct professor', etc. 

The sequence of letters bi in Lithuanian denotes a palatalized 
b plus a j when it occurs before au, 0, u. (The same holds true 
for the sequence of pi which denotes a palatalized p plus a j when 
it occurs before au, 0, u). Thus in this case i is used instead of j. 
In the following examples the band p are palatalized and followed 
by j: biaurus 'ugly', piauti 'to cut', spiciuti ' to spit'. Attempts have 
been made to institute the spellings pj, bj (and some Lithuanians 
use them); thus we sometimes find bjaurus 'ugly ', pjauti 'to cut', 
spjauti 'to spit', but these spellings have not been universally 
adopted. 

Bi. Assimilation of Consonants 

There is one basic rule for the consonant clusters of Lithu
anian: the second or last consonant in a sequence determines the 
character of the preceding one as regards palatalization, the lack 
the7'eof or voicing and the lack thereof, etc. 

H one consonant of a cluster is palatalized then the immedi
ately preceding consonant will also be palatalized, e.g. in nesciau 
'I would carry' both the c and the preceding s are palatalized 
(soft). 

In a consonant cluster a voiced consonant will cause an im
mediately preceding consonant to be voiced also, e.g. in nesdavau 
'I used to carry' the orthographic s is pronounced like z (its v.oiced 
counterpart). On the other hand in vezti 'to transport' the z is 
pronounced like s (which is unvoiced ) because of the following 
t. In begti 'to run ' the g is pronounced like k, the unvoiced counter
part of g, because the t is , of course, unvoiced. 

Before c the s is pronounced as s, e.g. in pescias 'on foot , pe
destrian' the orthographic s is pronounced s. Likewise z is pro
nounced like z when it occurs before dz, e.g. the gen. plur. of vabz
dys 'insect' is vabzdZi'!J, but it is pronounced vabzdzi'!J . 

All final consonants are unvoiced (with the exception of l , 
m, n , r ). Thus in final position daug 'much, many' is pronounced 
dauk ; uz 'behind' is pronounced US, etc. In final position all con
sonants are pronounced without palatalization, i.e. they are hard, 
e.g. vel 'again', eik 'come', bek 'run', del 'for', etc. 
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C. SYLLABI FICA nON 

The number of syllables in a word is the same as the number 
of vocalic elements. By vocalic element we mean a single vowel 
or diphthong. Here it must be remembered that diphthongs in 
Lithuanian may have m , n , l, or r as the final element. Therefore, 
a word like sim-tas 'hundred' has two vocalic elements or syl
lables, -im- and -a-; kasa. 'braid' has the two vocalic elements -a
and -a.-; rii.-sa-las 'ink' has three vocalic elements, viz . the three 
-a-'s ; lai-min-gas 'lucky, fortunate' has three vocalic elements, 
-ai-, -in- and -a-. In the previous examples the hyphen marks the 
syllable division and it can be seen that in general a consonant 
between two vocalic elements is pronounced with the following 
vocalic element. If there is a group of two consonants between 
syllables, generally the first syllable is closed by the first con
sonant of the group and the second syllable begins with the sec
ond consonant of the group, e .g . gand-ras 'stork', pirs-tas 'finger', 
res-pub-li-ka 'republic' . However, the syllable division is found 
at the boundary of prefixes , certain suffixes and the component 
elements of compounds , e .g. at-ei-ti (at ' to', eiti 'to come, to go' ), 
is-im-tis 'exception' (is 'out', imtis ' that which is taken '), pikt-zole 
'weed' (pikt- 'bad' zole 'grass '). In writing and typing one follows 
the rules of syllable division when hyphenating words and trans
ferring parts of words to another line. 

TABLE OF VOWELS 

Front Vowels 

High (close) vowels y, i 
Mid vowels e 
Low-mid vowels Ii! e 

Low (open) vowels 

Long Short· 

Back Vowels 

u 

0 

a 

Short· 

11,4 

a 

q 

Long 

• e and a are lengthened in most cases in open syllables : galas 'end', medis 
'tree' (But : mana 'my', etc .) . 
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TABLE OF CONSONANTS 

I 
labial I dental I re~r:~~~d I velar I glottal 

palatal 

stops voiceless p t k 

voiced b d g 

voiceless f s S ch 
continuants 

voiced V z Z 

nasal m n 

affricates voiced dz dz 

voiceless c C 

apical trill : r 
lateral: I 
palatal spirant: j 

IV. SOME COMMON EXPRESSIONS 

GREETINGS. 

1. Liibas nJtas! 
2. LaM diena! 
3. Liibas viikaras! 
4. Liibas! 
~. Sudie(u). 
6. Iki pasimiitymo. 
7. Aciu. 
8. Aciu labat. 
9. PraSau. 

10. Labqnakt! 

CLASSROOM EXPRESSIONS. 
1. PraSau skaitYti. 
2. SkaitYkite. 
3. Prasau iSversti . 

Good morning. 
Good day. 
Good evening. 
Hello! Hi! 
Goodbye. 
So long. 
Thank you. 
Thank you very much. 
You're welcome. 
Good night. 

Please read. 
Read (!) 
Please translate. 

h 
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4. Prasau rasYti. 
5. Prasau demesio! 
6. Prasau pakartoti. 
7. Dar kartq. 
8. Visi kartu. 
9. Tai viskas. 

10. Kas nori skaityti? 

GETTING ACQUAINTED. 
1. Prasau susipazinti. 
2. Cia panas Smith (or Smitas) 
3. As esu Valfjs , Antiinas 

Valfjs. 
4. Ar jus esate panas Hood? 
5. Taip , as esu Gary Hood. 
6. Ne, as esu John Wilson. 
7. Kur yra profesorius 

Mazeika? 
\ 

8. Profesorius Mazeika yra 
universitete. 

9. Labai malonu susipaZinti 
su Jumis. 

10. Labai malonu. 

ASKING FOR DIRECTIONS. 
1. Kur yra universitetas? 
2. Universitetas yra kitoje 

miesto dalyje. 
3. Kur yra pastas? 
4. pastas yra miesto centre. 

5. Kaip man nuvaziuoti I 
teatrq? 

6. Vaziuokite autobusu. 
Numeris peiiktas. 

7. 0 kaip vaZiuoti 
automobiliu? 

8. Koks jus,/! automobilis? 
9. Mano automobilis naujas . .. 

10. Gerai, vaZiuokime jus,/! au
tomolnliu. As jums parody
siu keliq. 
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Please write . 
Attention , please. 
Repeat, please. 
Once more. 
All together (please). 
That's all. 
Who wants to read? 

Please get acquainted. 
This is Mr. Smith. 
I am (Mr.) Valys, Anthony 
Valys. 
Are you Mr. Hood? 
Yes, I am Gary Hood. 
No, I am John Wilson. 
Where is Professor Mazeika? 

Prof. Mazeika is at the 
university. 
It is very nice to meet you. 

I am very glad . . . 

Where is the university? 
The university is in the other 
part of the city. 
Where is the post office? 
The post office is in the center 
of the city. 
How do I get to the theatre? 

Go by bus. No.5 . 

And how (do I go) by car? 

What kind of car do you have? 
My car is new . .. 
O.K ., let's go by car (your car). 
I will show you the way. 



Pinnoji pamoka 

Lesson I 

MANO NAMAS 

As esu studeiitas. Mfmo tevas yra mokytojas. Mano brolis 
yra talp pat studeiitas. As if brolis esame studeiitai. 

Mano namas yra didelis if grazus. Kuf yra mano namas? 
Mano namas yra cia. 

Kas yra mano tevas? Mano tevas yra mokytojas. Kas yra 
mano brolis? Mano brolis yra studeiitas. Kas mes esame? Mes 
esame studeiitai. 

Kuf mes elname vakare? Mes einame namo. 
Koks yra mano namas? Mano namas yra didelis . Mano na

mas yra grazus. 

M-I 
esu -am 
studeiitas - student 
namas - house 
mano - my 
yra -is 
dldelis - large 
grazus - beautiful 
tj!vas - father 
m6kytojas - teacher 
br61is - brother 

VOCABULARY 

taip pat - also, too 
esame - (we) are 
studeiitai - students 
kui' - where 
~ia - here 
kas - who, what 
vakar~ - in the evening 
einame - (we) go 
nama - home, homeward 
k6ks - what kind 
Ii' - and 

GRAMMAR 
1.1 There are no articles in Lithuanian. Thus , studentas can 

mean : student, the student, a student. 
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1.2 There are only two genders in Lithuanian nouns: masculine 
and feminine. All nouns ending in -as are masculine. 

1.3 The Present Tense of buti 'to be' and eiti 'to go'. 

I am as esit as einit I go, etc. 
you are tit esi tit eini 
he, she is jis, ji yra jis, ji eina 

we are mes esame mes einame 
you are jus esate jus einate 
they are jie, jos yra jie, jos eina 

The second person singular tu which corresponds to English 
thou is used to address children, real friends, members of the 
immediate family and God. It would correspond in use to German 
du or French tu. The second person plural is used for polite 
address: 

Petrai, kUT tit eini? - Peter, where are you going? 
Pone Petraiti, kUT jus einate? - Mr. Petraitis, where are you 

going? 

There is no progressive form in Lithuanian. Thus as einit 
can mean: I go, I am going, I do go. 

There is no auxiliary to do to help to form questions: you 
have to indicate the question by the tone of your voice, or by 
putting the little word aT in front of a question which has no 
other interrogative word in it. Thus: 

Cia [yra]· mano namas. - Here is my house. 
Cia mano namas? - Is my house here? 
AT cia mano namas? - Is my house here? 
KUT mano namas? - Where is my house? 

EXERCISES 

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. Kas as esu? 2. Kas yra mano tevas? 3. Kas yra mano brc)Hs? 
4. Kur yra must! namas? 5. K6ks yra mano namas? 6. Kur mes 
einame? 7. Kas mes esame? 

* About leaving out yra, etc. , see Lesson 6. 
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B. Fill in: 

1. M~mo (brother) ... ... ___ ___________ ... _ yra studeiitas. 2. M,'mo namas 
yra (large ) __ ____ .. _. __ ______ _____ .. 3. Mes einame nama (in the evening) 
._._._. __ .. __ . ______ ._... 4. Mes einame (home) _____ ________ . ___ .. __ _ ._. 5. As (am) 

_._ ... ___ __ ____ . ______ studefltas. 

C. Complete: 

1. Mes esame studenL __ . ___ . 2. Mano bralis yra studenL __ ____ . 3. 
Mano tevas yra mokytoj _. ____ ... 4. Mano namas yra dideL _._ ._ if 
grai __ .. ___ _ . 5. Kas yra man_. ___ ___ tevas? 

D. Translate into Lithuanian: 

1. My brother is going home. 2. My father goes home. 3. My house 
is large. 4. My brother and I are students. 5. I am going home. 6. 
I go home. 7. My brother goes home. 

CONVERSATION 

GREETINGS, etc. 

1. Labas rytas! (Or: Labq rytq!) - Good morning! 
2. LaM diena! (Or: Liibq dienq!) - Good day! 
3. Labas viikaras! (Or: Liibq viika7'q!) - Good evening! 
4. Kaip gyvuojate? - How are you? (Plural, politely) 
5. Kaip gyvuoji? - How are you? (Familiar) 
6. ACiu, gerai. 0 kaip jus? - Fine, thank you. And you? 
7. AT jus esate panas Valys? - Are you Mr. Valys? 
8. Ne, as esu Valciitis, Petras Valciitis. - No, I am Valaitis, Pet

ras Valaitis. 
9. Jus esate studeiitas? - Are you a student? 

10. Taip, as esu stude1itas. - Yes, I am a student. 

NB. Learn these sentences by heart! Do not try to figure out what 
the separate words mean: learn the whole phrase by heart. 

NOTES: Labas rytas! is used until about 10 AM. From then, until about 6-
8 PM., depending on the time of the year : Laba diena! After that : 
Labas vakaras! One never uses these expressions on taking leave. 
Labas! alone can be used as a short 'Hello!', 'Hi!' at any time of 
the day. 
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